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WHAT COMBAT VETERANS THINK 

OF ARMY TRAINING 

Infantrymen from the front lines examine their pre-combat training 

in the light of their battle experiences 

Source: Study of a group of Infantry combat 

veterans. 

The acid test of a military training 
program comes on the battlefield. There 
the long weeks of marches and firing 
problems, of scrambling over rough ter
rain, of setting up and solving field 
problems are drawn upon by soldiers who 
are "playinf for keeps. 11 Through them, 
the military training program is evalu
ated in terms of enemy killed and wounded 
and positions won, or of losses and 
failures to gain objectives. 

Probably no two military campaigns 
are alike. In the area studied, our In
fantrymen faced special problems of 
terrain and weather which tested their 
training in a unique way. At the same 
time, there is much in their experiences 
which is meaningful in relation to the 
content and conduct of military training 
programs at home. Not the least of its 
usefulness is its application in improv-

ing the morale of troops now being 
trained. Trainees will be less likely 
to complain about certain unpleasant 
aspects of the training program if they 
are shown how important those aspects 
are proving to combat troops. 

A special study has just been com
pleted among Infantry combat veterans, 
men who had just come out of the line, 
many of them having seen action as re
cently as two days before being ques
tioned. They were asked to rate how well 
the training they had received before 
seeing action prepared them for action. 
TheiF answers indicate that many of them 
feel that some phases of the military· 
training program are not stressed enough, 
that still other phases are given too 
much emphasis. Several significant gaps 
in their training are revealed and some 
aspects of the program are endorsed by a 
majority of the men as having about the 
right amount of emphasis. 

MANY MEN THINK THEIR PRE-COMBAT TRAINING IN THE U.S. WAS TOO EASY 

QUESTION: 11 ln view of your combat experience to date, do you think the Army 
training you got in the United States was too tough, about right,
or not tough enough?" 

PER CENT OF MEN SAYING ••• 

• • • Too tough. • . . . . . . . . 

•.• About right . • •  . . . . . . 

... Not tough enough . . . . . . 

•.. Undecided or no answer • . •

I 
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ARMY TRAININ"G 

Before being questioned about specific 
aspects of their training, the men were 
asked to rate their training as a whole. 
Fully three men in ten testify that the 
tr-aining- they received in ·the United 
States was "not toug-h enoug-h. 11 Only one 
man in 14 says it was 11 too tou[!h. 11 

This tendency of combat veterans to 
express the need for tough military 

training before combat is also evident 

in the manner in which they rate the im
portance of four activities in the train

ing program that soldiers in the states 
o.ften gripe about. The four activities 

--tough realistic maneuvers, calis

thenics, obstacle courses, and long 
hikes with full field equipment--are all 

rated as "ver-y impor-tant" or "somewhat 
important II by most of the men. 

QUESTION: "HOW IMPORTANT DO YOU THINK THE FOLLOWING THINGS ARE FOR A 

SOLDIER TO GET IN HIS TRAINING BEFORE HE COMES OVERSEAS?• 

ITEM: 

Going through tough, realistic 
battle conditions on maneuvers. 

Taking regular calisthenics 
and setting up exercises • •  

U ljl III II .Ill II 0_ • 

Plenty of practice in going through 

a hard obstacle course • • • • • • •

Practice in hiking over roug� country with 

full field equipment until he can cover 

25 miles without being all •done in.• • • • 

The importance of stamina and physi

cal strength in combat is borne out by 
the four bar graphs above. Battle is 

hard on the body. In testifying to the 
significance of those training activi
ties which are designed to toughen sol

diers, the combat veterans are providing 
persuasive ammunition which officers can 

use to convince troops in training of 
the importance of putting all they can 
into physical conditioning activities. 

In addition.to rating the above

mentioned training activities, the men 
were asked to rate a check-list of 22 

training items according to whether they 
had had 11 too much, 11 

11 about the rig-ht 
amount'1 or "too little 11 training in

these items. 
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PER CENT OF MEN SAYING: 

VERY 

IMPORTANT 
SOMEWHAT NOT VERY 
IMPORTANT IMPORTANT 

13% 6 

16% 

20% 

33% 29% 

A majority of the men testify that 
they have had too little training- in 
each of 13 different items on the list, 
and in 7 others ther-e is a substantial 
minority who say they have had insuffic
ient training. 

The items can be grouped roughly into 
five categories: 

1. Activities concerned with learning about

enemy weapons 1md tactics.

2. Activities concerned with tactical train

ing in units.

3. Activities concerned with ]earning proper

cover and concea]ment.

4. Activities concerned with orientation.

5. Miscellaneous activities.



l 

The men were instructed: 

"Look over each item in the following 
list and check whether you feel you got 
too much, about the rieht amount, or too

little of that item in your training be
fore you first went into combat. 11 

Among the five groups of activities, 
the biggest over-all training insuffi
c iencv is in group l. The chart opposite 
shows how the men rate the training re
ceived in four activities connected with 
training in enemy weapons and tactics. 

TWO IMPORTANT TRAINING NEEDS 

Among �he items tfiat fall into the 
miscellaneous group are several which a 
large majority of men feel are given too 
little emphasis in the pre-combat train
ing program. The lack of this training 
had been responsible for many casualties 
throughout their campaign. Nine out of 
ten of the men say that they had too

little trainine in detecting and disarm
ing booby traps and land mines; more 
than eight out of ten say they had too 
little training in what to do about 
trench foot--a war-brought disease which 
is causing Hedical Corps officers great 
c.oncern. 

A larger percentage of men name these 
two training items as ones in which they 
had too little training than name any 
other item. 

TRAINING IN LAND MINES, BOOBY 

TRAPS, AND DEALING WI TH TRENCH FOOT 

ITEM: 

Learning how to find 
and handle land 

mines and booby traps 

What to do about 
trench foot 

PER CENT WHO SAY: 

TOO LITTLE 

90% 

85% 

ARMY TRA 1111 IIG 

TRAINING IN ENEMY WEAPONS 

AND TACTICS 

ITEM: 

Demonstration of enemy 
weapons and the best 

defense against them 

oemo�stration of enemy 
tactics and the best 
defense against them 

How to operate against 
different types of 

enemy defense 

identification of 
enemy aircraft 

PER CENT WHO SAY: 

TOO LITTLE 

176% 

OTHER MISCELLANEOUS TRAINING NEEDS 

Other miscellaneous items in which 
most of the men say they have had too 
little training include "trainint under 
live ammunition, 11 "Practice firing with
live ammunition on moving and surprise 
tareets, 11 and "f1 ,st aid training. 11 

"Kap readint and use of the compass, 11 is 
checked by 45 per cent of the men, and 
only two other miscellaneous items-
"close order drill" and 11 training in 
bayonet and other hand to hand Jighting 11 

--are checked by fewer men. In fact, 
two.men out of three say they had too 
much close oraer drill! 

ORIENTATION TRAINING 

Two items on the training check-list 
concern problems of orientation. ln 
testifying about their training in these 
i terns, the men indicate that their great
est orientation lack is in the fiela 01 



ARMY TRAINING 

post-war plans. This emphasis on the 
need for orientation on post-war plans 
is in keeping with the interest enlisted 
men have expressed generally in other 
orientation surveys. 

Three out of five men say they have 
had too little nfilms, talks and discus

sions about plans for after the war; 11 

one out of three says he has had too 
little "films, talks and discussions 
about the Progress of the war. 11 

COVER, CONCEALMENT AND CAMOUFLAGE 

One field in which men's training is 
proving fairly satisfactory in combat is 
that concerned with cover, concealment, 
and camouflage. These items make up the 
only group in which a majority say they 
have had either too much or about the 
right amount of training in each item. 

The fact that "digfing foxholes u is 

one training item in which most men seem 
to be getting enough training is partic
ularly important. All indications based 
on men's free answers to questions about 
training are that digging deep to pro
tect oneself against enemy fire is a 
vital skill in combat. For example, in 

writing in their free and voluntary 
opinions of the most helpful items in 
the military training they received be
fore coming overseas, more men mention 
cover, concealment, and digging in than 
any other group of items. 

TRAINING IN COYER, 

CONCEALMENT AND CAMOUFLAGE 

ITEM: 

Camouf1 age 

Taking cover 

Digging foxholes 

PER CENT WHO S-AY: 

ABOUT TOO 

RIGHT MUCH 

7 

52% 

5SJ 18% 

MEN NEED MORE TRAINING IN SOLVING 
TACTICAL PROBLEMS IN UNITS 

Five items on the check-list are con
cerned with tactical training in units. 
This type of training is heavily drawn 
upon in combat. 

Combat veterans know the importance 
of such training and many of them feel 
they should have had more of it before 
being sent into combat. The way they 

rate the time spent on items related to 
unit tactical training is shown in the 

chart on the following page. 

COMMENTS OF THE MEN 

In addition to the i terns on the check
list, the men were asked to write in 
their answers to the following three 
questions: 

1, Is there any particular kind of training 

you did not get that you wish you had re

ceived before you �ent into combat? 

2, What particular parts of Army training you 

got before you ever went into combat were 

the most helpful to you when you went into 

combat? 

3, What particular parts of Army training you 

got before you ever went into combat were 

the least helpful to you when you went 

into combat? 

While there is naturally great diver
sity between the answers written by the 
men to the three questions, various 
parts of the training program are singled 
out by significant numbers of the men as 
training which they wish they had re
ceived, training which was most helpful, 
and training which was least helpful. 

Among items singled out by the men 
as most helpful in combat, the following 
are most frequently mentioned: 

I. Training in cover, concealment, disper

sion, and digging in�

2. Training in the use and maintenance of 

weapons. 

3. Tactical training in the field. 

4. Night training. 

5. Training in amphibious operations.



Arooug items singled out by the men 
as least helpful in combat, the follow
ing are most frequently mentioned: 

I. Close order dri 11.

2.. Marches and hikes. 

3. Military courtesy and inspectionL

�. Training in bayonet and hand to hand combat. 

5. Gas drill and chemical warfare training.

It should be noted that men's atti
tudes toward some of the items they say 

ARMY TRAIIIIIIG 

are "least helpful" are influenced by 
peculiar battle conditions they are en
countering. Training in bayonet and 
hand to hand fighting, for example, is 
little used in this campaign. Training 
in marches and hikes is proving rela
tively unimportant despite the fact that 
it was most belpful in an earlier cam
paign. Finally, because the enemy has 
not used gas, it is only natural that 
many men should consider their gas 
training of little help there. 

HOW MEN RATE THEIR UNIT TACTICAL TRAINING 

rTEM: 

Going over errors made by units in 

combat operation and learning how 

to keep from making these errors • •  

Maintenance of communications in 

unit operations In field problems . 

Teamwork practice for larger units. 

Teuwork practice for platoon 

and company units • • • •  

PER CENT WHO SAY: 

TOO 

LITTLE 

ABOUT 

RIGHT 

58% 

TOO 

MUCH 

Night problems • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  62% 

.Among i terns mentioned under t'raining 
they wish they had received, the fol
lowing are most frequently mentioned: 
battle training under combat conditions; 
training in the detection and disarming 
of booby traps and mines; training in 
the use and maintenance of weapons; 
training in enemy weapons and tactics. 

.Analysis of the opinions these veter
ans express about their pre-combat train
ing points out that men want and need 
realistic training in the arts of battle 
plus physical and mental conditioning 
which will prepare them to withstand the 
hardships of battle. Many of the men 
admit that they took their training too 

lightly while in the U.S. Drawing upon 
their own combat experiences, they are 
quick to urge troops still in training 
to learn all they can about their mili
tary jobs. 

The junior officer especially can use 
the experiences of these combat veterans 
tu help him in training troops for bat
tle. He can use their arguments to 
streng�pen his own. 

It is, of course, true that what 
these veterans say cannot be considered 
the last word on training doctrine. They 
are one group from one front, and it 
mus� be remembered how varied are the 
combat problems of a global war.

5 



AGE VERSUS YOUTH 

A comparison of attitudes of the younger, single men 

with those of the older, married men 

Source: Study of a cross section of enlisted 

men in Continental U.S. and data from the AGO 

Machine Records Branch. 
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Many officers feel that the older, 
married recruit rates lower than the 
younger, single recruit in general mo
rale, and that he therefore is a poorer 
training risk. This attitude deserves 
special attention now, because in re
cent months there has been a marked in
crease in the per cent of older, married 
selectees and a corresponding decrease 
in the per cent of younger, single se
lectees. 

In this discussion of the older sol
dier and how he compares with the young
er soldier on certain morale attitudes, 
data have been limited to married men 
30 and older and sinfle men 21 and un
der, who have been in the Army one year 
or less and who were selectees. An 
overwhelming proportion of older sol
diers who have been in the Army one 
year or less are married and younger 
soldiers who have one year service or 
less are single. 

PERCENTAGE OF SELECTEES WHO WERE 

HARRIED, ,o AND OLDER OR WHO WERE 

SINGLE, 21 U D YOU IQ ER 

601 

50$ 

/� 110% 
Single, 21 

/ � 
and younger 

30$ 
✓ �,. 

/ ,,, _,. 

20$ -- --

�--L 
Harried, ,o ,,. 

and older _ ,,
--

---
-- -

ioi 

0$ 

JUNE ''+2 DEC. ''+2 JUNE 'l+J DEC.'t+J 

Just how does the judgment that the 
older recruit has lower morale than the 
younger recruit jibe with the facts? 

SOME ATTITUDES IH WHICH 
YOUNG MEN ARE SUPERIOR 

Enlisted men 21 and under are su
perior to enlisted men 30 and over in 
the following morale-related attitudes. 

1-

2. 

3. 

4. 

They tend to be more enthusiastic about 

their role as soldiers. 

.More of them consider themselves to be 

in good physical shape. 

A larger percentage of them desire com-

bat duty overseas. 

They tend to be better adjusted. 

SOME ATTITUDES IN WHICH OLDER MEN ' 
ARE THE EQUALS OF YOUNGER MEN 

Enlisted men 30 or over rate just as 
high as those 21 and under on the fol
lowing morale-related attitudes: 

1. Over-all, they are equal in their degree

of faith in the cause for which we are

fighting.

2. An equal percentage of them would not

change Army jobs if given a chance,

3. They tend to have just as much pride in

outfit. 
. A PO I N T Of SUPER I OR I TY

Older men tend to surpass younger men 
in their confidence in officers. A 
larger percentage of them feel that 
their officers are the kind they would 
want to serve under in combat. A larger 
percentage of them also feel that their 
officers are the kind who are willing to 
do anything they ask their men to do. 

The facts indicate that officers have 
little reason to be apprehensive about 
older recruits' morale. Though these 
men have special problems, they supply 
the Anny with adequate raw material from 
which to make soldiers--at least from 
the standpoint of mental attitudes. 



LEADERSHIP AND ESPRIT 

IN FIGHTER SQUADRONS OVERSEAS 

How men's attitude toward their squadron commander 
is related to their Feeling oF pride in outFit 

Source: Study of enlisted ground crew members 

of an over seas Fi ah te r Co1m1and. 

for their CO, while in others only a 
small percentage say they would do so. 

'({hat do the men who service our 
fifhter planes think of their leaders 
and their outfits? 

The table below answers the first 
part of that question. In 27 different 
fighter squadrons in an active theater, 
every shade of opinion is found, ranging 
from 90 per cent favorable to 7 per cent 
favorable to their squadron com:nanders. 

These men are serving under similar 
conditions. The planes they are serv-

• icing are flying similar missions against
the same enemy. Yet in some squadrons
most of the men say they would go to bat

While some of these differences nray 
be attributed to differences in the com
position of outfits and to external fac
tors, the figures strongly suggest that 
there are real and important differences 
in the capacity of various connnanders to 
win the support of their enlisted men. 

When the three squadrons scoring 
highest on the question of regard for 
their commander are matched against the 
three squadrons scoring lowest on the 
question, significant differences are 
revealed in most of their attitudes 
toward their outfit. The charts on the 
next page illustrate these differences. 

HON THE GROUND CREN HEN IN 27 FIGHTER SQUADRONS RATE 

THEIR OUTFIT'S REGARD FOR THEIR SQUADRON COMMANDER 

QUESTI0I: •Do you think that aost of the ■en In your de-

lOO ------------ parb1ent would 'go to bat' for their squadron COINlander?R--------------l00 

90 ----- -- ------ --- -- --- --- - ------------ - -------------------------- 90 

10 

60 

50 

,o 

20 

10 

- -- --i---...:-=-=--------------- ------------------------------------ - 70

PER CENT OF MEN IN EACH SQUADRON SAY I NG. "YES, - - -----------
THEY WOULD DO MOST ANYTHING FOR HIM",., 

--- 60 

- - - -------- - -- -- -- - ----- - -- ----- - - - ------- - 150

-- -------------------------------- ,o 

- ------- - ----------· ,o

0 J.._-L_JL_-'---1.-.L.--L-'---'---'-.l.---'---'----'-----'-....1.---'---'--_.______,_...,____.__....___,___,__.....__,___, 0 
(Each bar represents a different squadron) 
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LEADERSHIP AID ESPRIT 

PR I DE IN OUTFIT 

In the charts below, the three squad
rons rating highest in regard for their 
squadron commanders are grouped together 
under Group A; the three rating lowest 
in regard for their squadron commanders 
are grouped together under Group B. 
Here's how they compare on questions re
lated to their attitudes toward their 
outfits: 

QUESTION: "Do you feel proud of your 

squadron?• 

PER CENT OF MEN IN EACH GROUP SAYING, 
"VERY PROUD• OR nFAIRlY PROUD"••• 

GROUP A • • • • 9JJ 

GROUP B • • • •  

A comparable difference between the 
two groups is evident in their answers 
to a question asking them to rate their 
own squadrons in relationship to other 
squadrons. 

QUESTIOI: "In general, how do you feel your 

squadron co■pares with other squadrons that 

you know about or have heard about?" 

PER CENT OF MEN IN EACH GROUP SAYING, 
•o NE OF THE VERY BE ST • 0 R 

"BETTER TH4N MOST OTHERS•,,. 

GROUP A • , • , 751 

GROUP B • • • • 

Another attitude which is related to 
a man's thinking about his outfit is 
whether or not a soldier feels he "be

lonis" in his outfit and is an important 
part of it. On this attitude there is 
not a very great difference between the 
feelings of the men in Group A from 
those of the men in Group B. What dif
ference there is, however, is in favor 
of the men who hold their squadron com
mander in highest este�m. 
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QUESTION: "Do you feel that you really be

long to your squadron and are an important 

part of it?" 

PER CENT OF MEN IN EACH GROUP SAYING, 
"VERY MUCH so• OR "FAIRLY MUCH so• ..•

GROUP A • • • • • SU 

GROUP B , • , • •  

HOW HEN RAH THEIR OUTFIT'S MORALE 

As still another index of men's 
general feelings about their squadrons, 
they were asked to rate the morale of 
their buddies. On this question there 
was a wide difference of opinion between 
men in the upper and lower groups, with 
two-thirds of the former and only one
third of the latter rating their squad
ron's morale as high. 

QUESTION: "On the whole, how is the morale 

of the men in your squadron?" 

PER CENT OF MEN IN EACH GROUP SAYING, 
"VERY HIGH" OR "FAIRLY HIGH"••• 

GROUP A • • • • •

GROUP B • • • • • 

The relationship between men's regard 
for their squadron commander and their 
general feeling about their outfits fails 
to hold up on only one question--and 
then only because there is virtual una
nimity of opinion among them. Ninety-five 
per cent of the men in Group A say their 
squadron will play a "very important" 
or "fairly important" part in winning 

the war; 89 per cent of the men in Group 
B say the same about their own squadron. 

It is probable that when men say they 
will "to to bat" for their commander, 
they are indicating that they both like 
and respect him. From the evidence it 
is apparent that the commander who has 
bis men's liking and respect is in an 
excellent position to get more and better 
work out of them. 

t 
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WHAT OFFICERS THINK OF BATTLE LEADERSHIP 

Attitudes oF company oFFicers who have led their men 

against Japanese Fire in the South PaciFic 

Source: A group of several hundred company

grade officers who saw action in the South 

Pacific. 

These are not the views of military 
theorists or psychologists. They are 
the views of all of the Infantry and 
Artillery officers in one division. 

These officers have one thing in common 
--the experience of leadership against a 
treacherous enemy in bitterly contested 
jungle fighting. 

These officers are not in agreement 
with each other. They differ on many 
important questions. The differences re
flect minor differences in experience as 
well as differences in mental attitudes. 

For example, a highly controversial 
point is the relationship between an 
officer's concern for the welfare of 

his men and his competence as a combat 
leader. 

Every point of view is reflected in 
the answers, but two very striking facts 
are revealed by the proportions. 

First, a very large majority of the 
officers say that officers who are not 
concerned with the welfare of their men 
seldom or never are successful combat 
officers. 

Second, three out of four officers 
have known some officer who was not con
cerned with the welfare of his men be
fore combat. 

Obviously, a majority of the skilled 
and experienced combat leaders feel 
there is a definite tie-up between an 
officer's pre-battle conduct and his 
success when steel is flying. 

CONCERN FOR MEN'S WELFARE AND COMBAT LEADERSHIP 

"CONSIDER THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT: Company officers who have showed little concern for the 

welfare of their men before combat often turn out to be successful leaders of men in bat

tle. What have you observed on this point?" 

OUT OF EVERY TNENTY OFFICERS: 

ONE SAYS THIS HAPPENS VERY OFTEN 

EIGHT SAY THIS HAPPENS, THOUClH IIOT VERY OFTEII 

� SAY THEY NEVER KNEW OF SUCK A CASE 

FIVE SAY THEY NEVER KNEW ANY OFFICERS 

WHO SHOWED LITTLE COICERI FOR THE WEL

FARE OF THEIR MEI BEFORE BATTLE 

t 

tttttttt 
tttttt 
ttttt 
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BATTL£ LEADERSHIP 

LEADERSHIP PROBLEMS IH COMBAT 

The officers were asked to estimate 
the effect on battle performance of a 
number of harmful conditions. Those 

charted on this page are very closely 
related to leadership. Those on the 
following page, though obviously of con
cern to the commander, are less directly 
under the control of company officers. 
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WHAT OFFICERS THINK ABOUT THE EFFECT 

OF LEADERSHIP SHORTCOMINGS 

QUESTION: 11 • • • In those instances where our battle performance as you
saw it was not quite as good as it might have been, how 

much do you think each of the factors below contributed? 11 

LEADERSHIP SHORTCOMINGS 

Insufficient care for the personal 
needs of the men • • •  ■ • • • . . . 

PER 

. . . . 

Poor 1 eadersh Ip by noncoms .• • • • • • •  

Inability of company officers to make 
mission clear to the men • • • • • •  

Poor judgment by company officers 
In combat • • • • • • • • • • • • •

. . 

Failure of company officers to under
stand orders from above • • • • • • • •  

Hesitancy of officers to take neces
sary personal risks • • • • • • • • •

Fear on the part of officers which 
transmitted itself to the men • •  

Inadequate training of our troops 

. . . . . 

for combat • • • • •  . . . . . . . . . . . . 

CENT OF OFFICERS SAYING EACH ITEM HAD A.•• 

RATH ER BAD NEV ER 

OR VERY LITTLE OBSERVED 

BAD EFFECT EFFECT TH IS 

ll3% 36% 

35% 

3t% 50% 

35% 

51% 

57% 

38% 



BATTLE LEADERSHIP 

OTHER OBSTACLES TO BATTLE SUCCESS 

The obstacles to battle success 
charted below are, of course, the con
cern and responsibility of leadership. 
They are, however, a little less closely 
related to what are usually considered 
leadership qualities and activities than 
those charted on the preceding page. It 

is noteworthy that the officers are just 
as unlikely to say that their men's 
shortcomings have serious effects on 
battle performance as they are to say 

that officers' shortcomings do so. Far 
more officers say that supply and physi
cal condition problems seriously handi
cap battle performance. 

HOW OFFICERS ESTIMATE THE EFFECT 

OF OBSTACLES TO BATTLE SUCCESS 

QUESTION: 11 • • •  ln those instances where our battle per-formance as you

saw it was not quite as good as it might have been, how 

much do you think each of the facts below contributed?" 

PER CENT OF OFFICERS SAYING EACH ITEM HAD A ••• 

OBSTACLES 

Fatig�e of troops from being 
kept In combat too I on g. • • 

Lack of endu ranee due to poor 
physical condition • • • • • • • • • •  

Lack of food, clothing, or 
personal equipment for men • 

RATHER BAD OR 

VERY BAD EFFECT 

Lack of necessary weapons or tools • • • •  

Hesitancy of enTisted men to take 
necessary personal risks • •  

Lack of self-confidence among own men • • • • • • •

Poor discipline in combat • • • • • • • • • • • • •

Every man for himself instead of teamwork • • • •  

NEVER 

LITTLE OBSERVED 

EFFECT THIS 

251, 10% 

37"/o 

28% 

22% 

51% 

60% 

67% 
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MORALE ATTITUDES AND MARKSMANSHIP 

High rifle scores are related to men's attitudes toward the war, 
their self-confidence, and their desire for combat duty 

Source: Study of morale-related attitudes ana 

rifle marksmsnshi.o scores of a cross section of

privates in an Infantry re�iment in Continental 

United States. 

Men who want to fight this war to the 
finish are more likely to be better rif
le shots than men who want a nego
tiated peace now. 

Men who believe the U.S. followed the 
proper course in meeting the enemy on 
foreign soil instead of just defending 
its own shores are more likely to be 
better rifle shots than men who believe 
we should have confined our fighting to 
home aefense. 

Men who prefer combat duty are more 
likely to be better rifle shots than men 
who prefer non-combat duty. 

Men who rate high in self-confidence 
are more likely to be better rifle shots 
than men who rate low in this factor. 

1 

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN HEN'S ATTITUDES 

TOWARD THE WAR AND THEIR 

RIFLE MARKSMANSHIP SCORES 

PER CENT OF SHARPSHOOTERS AND EXPERTS AMONG 

MEN WHO .•• 

.•• favor fighting on �c 
foreign soil and a 
fight to the finish 

••. feel we should have 
defended our own 
shores only and favor 
negotiated peace 

EACH SYMBOL 

REPRESENTS lOS 

These conclusions are borne out by a 
study of a cross section of privates in 
an Infantry regiment in the U.S. On the 
basis of their answers to four ques
tions,§ the men were rated on their at
titudes toward the war and the kind of 
peace they want, their self-confidence, 
and their desire for combat duty. The 
rifle qualification scores of the men 
were then matched with these morale
related attitudes. The results indicate 

that there is a positi�e relationship 

between favorable morale attitudes and 

food marksmanship (and, conversely, be

tween unfavorable morale attitudes and 

Poor marksmanship). 

In matching the men's morale-related 
attitudes with their rifle scores, all 
other factors that were found to �nflu
ence marksmanship were held constant. 
Such factors as education, mechanical 
aptitude, AGCT scores, and age were 
equalized among the men under consider-

2 

MEN WHO DESIRE COMBAT DUTY TENO 

TO BE BETTER SHOTS THAN MEN 

WHO DESIRE NON-COMBAT DUTY 

PER CENT OF SHARPSHOOTERS AND EXPERTS AMONG 

MEN WHO FAVOR ••• 

••. combat duty 

••• non-combat duty 

EACH S YMBO l 

REPRESENTS 10$ 

12 
§see colu111n 2 on next page. 
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ation. Thus, in each case illustrated 
in the charts, the data indicates the 
relationahip between specific morale at
titudes and performance on the range. 

Because a relationship exists between 
men's morale attitudes and their marks
manship does not necessarily mean that 
in all cases superior marksmanship is 
the result of higher morale. It is pro
bable that good marksmanship in itself 
often tends to improve the men's morale. 

For example, it is impossible to de
termine just how much of the self-con
fidence of the men who have a great deal 
of this quality is due to the fine show
ing they made on the range. Similarly, it 
is quite probable men's desire for com
bat duty is influenced in some measure 
by the fact that they have found them
selves to be competent in handling their 
weapons. It may also be that poor marks
men tend to let their inferior shooting 
ability affect their self-confidence and 
desire for combat duty. 

This relationship between marksman
ship and morale attitudes is less likely 
to operate on such attitudes as those 
illustrated in Chart 1, however. The 
kind of war men endorse and the kin� of 
peace they favor are matters of opinion 

and it seems logical that they should be 
more or less immune to the counter in
fluence of rifle scores. 

3 

HEN WHO RATE HIGH IN SELF-CONFIDENCE 

TEND TO BE BETTER SHOTS THAN MEN 

WHO RATE LON IN SELF-CONFIDENCE 

PER CENT OF SHARPSHOOTERS AND EXPERTS AMONG 

MEN WHO RAT( .•• 

••• high in 
se I f-con f i dence 

••• low in 
self-confidence 

EACH SYMBOL 

REPRESENTS J.01 

MORALE ATTITUDES ANO MARKSMANSHIP 

HOW THE DATA WERE OBTAINED 

The following are the four questions by 

which the morale attitudes of the men were 

determined. 

1. "Do yO'U, agree ·or disagree with the fo Howing 

state111ent: In the tong n�n we /)robabLy 

bOULd. have been better off just to defend. 

our own shores and. Possessions instead of 

going over to fight the Gersans and Ja/)s on 

foreign soiL?" 

2. "ffhat do you think we ought to do if the 

Gersans offered to stof> fighting now and t,,-y 

to work out a /)eace in which both sid.es 

woo.Ld have s0111ething to say about the terwis?" 

(In answering, the men could check any or

the following alternatives:)

a. ""ile should. stof, and try to work out Pe ace 

tenas with the Ge1""111ans now" 

b. 11fle should keep on fighting until they 

are co111pleteLy cnished." 

c. "Any other idea?" 

d. "llnd.ecid.ed" 

(Only those men who checked either g or Q 

were considered in the study. These men 

made up an overwhelming majority of the 

total, however.) 

3, ".'.'o you usuaily feel sure of yourself when 

you face new jobs and. situations 01" d.o you 

usually have so•e doubts about your ability 

to hand.Le the,,i?" 

(Men who stated they were "very sure" or 

''fairly sure" of themselves were considered 

t:; be superior in se1r-confldence to men who 

said they "usually" had "a few dou.bts" or 

"a Lot of doubts.") 

4. "If you shou.td have to •ake the following 

choice !Jhen you finish you.-r training, which 

would you choose: 

Duty in a co•bat outfit--either in the 

D.S. or overseas 

or 

Duty in a non-cosbat outfit--either in 

the ll.S. or overseas?" 

The data in Chart I combines the attitU-des 

or men as expressed in answers to the !lrst 

two questions. 



WHAT THE SOLDIER THINKS 

ABOUT THE ORIENT A TION COURSE 

OHicers and enlisted men are strong supporters of the orientation program 

Source: Study of a cross section of company of

ficers and enlisted men in three Infantry divi

sions in Continental United States. 

Officers and enlisted men are almost 
universally convinced of the need for 
and the over-all objectives of the Army 

Orientation Course. That they are in 

hearty agreement with the objectives of 

the course can readily be seen from a 

study of how a cross section of company 
officers and enlisted men in three In

fantry divisions ratedthe importance of 
three of these objectives. 

A majority of both officers and men 
say that all three of the objectives are 
absolutely necessary to enlisted men. 

fMPORTANCE OF THREE ORIENTATION COURSE OBJECTIVES 

l�portance to enlisted men of:

HAYll8 A CLEAR UIDERSTAIDIIG OF THE THINGS 

THEY ARE FIGHTING FOR, 

OFFICERS, • , 

ENLISTED MEN. 

HAYIIQ A FEELING OF PRIDE II THEIR OUTFIT, 

JFFICERS • • • •  

ENLISTED MEN, 

FEELING THEIR OUTFIT HAS A VITAL MISSION. 

OFFICERS • •  • • , • 

PERCENTAGE SAYING OBJECTIVES WERE •• , 

OF MEDIUM, 

OF GREAT LITTLE OR NO 

IMPORTANCE IMPORTANCE 

JU 7 

25S 

.34S 

40% 

351 

5 

ENLISTED MEN. • , • • • , • • • 5 

ARE ORIENTATION NEEDS BEING MET? 

Despite the fact that over half the 
officers and enlisted men agree that 
these objectives are "absolutely neces
sary" to enlisted men and that almost 
all of the rest regard them as "of ereat 
importance," results of the survey indi-

U 

cate that in many cases the orientation 
needs of soldiers are not being met. A 
sizeable minority of both officers and 

men, for example, sometimes doubt the 
worthwhileness of the war. Three-fifths 

of the men and two-fifths of the offi
cers are no better than lukewarm in their 
pride in outfit. 



War Department Memorandum W350-28-43 
paragraph 6a: "At least once a week of
ficers will discuss informally with their 
men the current news and its meaning in 

all units within the Continental United 

States. 11 Despite this recommendation, 
studies have borne out the fact that in 
many outfits discussions of current news 
and its meaning are being held as seldom 

as once a month. 

OPINIONS OF OFFICERS AND MEN ON HOM 

DISCUSSION �EETINGS SHOULD BE CONDUCTED 

Officers and men have definite ideas 
on the conduct of meetings for discussing 
current news and the progress of the war. 
Roughly two-thirds of both groups favor 
meetings consisting of talks followed by 
discussion as against talks without dis
cussion or group discussion. 

Four out of five officers and three 
out of four enlisted men recommend as
sembling for discussion once a week or 
more often. This recommendation is in 
agreement with the "at least once a week 11 

rule set down in Memorandum W350-28-43. 

QUESTION: "About how often do you think the men 
should be assembled during training hours for 
talks on current events ana the progress of tbe 
war?" 

PER CENT SAY I NG: �ONG ••• 

Two or more times a week ---

G!_J 

Two or three 
ti mes a month. 

Once a month, less 
often, or never •• 

OFFICERS 

ENLISTED MEN 

HOW LARGE A GROUP? 

As the chart at the top of the next 
column shows, more than two-thirds of 
both officers and men favor the company 
as the unit to be assembled for discus
sion. 

OR I ENT AT I ON 

QUESTION: "How large a unit do you think should 
be assembled at one time for regularly scheduled 
talks or discussions during training hours about 
current events and the progress of tne war?" 

PE"R CENT SAYING: AMONG •• • 

! 
OFFICERS 

Regiment or battalion. 
ENLISTED lolEN 

company. • • • • • • • • 

Platoon ••••••••• -

EJ 

some othec ooH • • • • •  ! 
MHO SHOULD LEAD THE GROUP 

There is wide variation among both 
officers and men on the question of just 

who would make the be$t leader of the 
current events and discussion assemblies. 
Among leaders suggested, the company 
commander and a specially trained offi
cer are most often mentioned. 

QUESTION: "Suppose that the men in your outfit are 
to be included in weekly assemblies for talks or 
discussions on current events and the progress of 
the war, who do you think should 1 ead these as
sernbl i es?" 

PER CENT SAY I NG: AMONG ••• 

OFFICERS 

Regimental or battalion officer ENLISTED 
MEN 

company coomander ••••••••• -
� 

Platoon coomander ••••••••• 

Officer specially 
trained for job •• 

Enlisted man specially 
trained for job •••• -�
,; <st sergeant or other •••••• � 
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ORIENTATION 

WHAT SUBJECTS SHOULD BE DISCUSSED? 

Officers and enlisted men were given 

a checklist of various subjects recom

mended for discussion at orientation as
semblies and asked to check the three

subjects they considered most important. 
Both groups tend to agree in general on 

the importance they attach to most sub

jects, but enlisted men are somewhat more 

likely to express interest in post-war 

topics than are officers. 

QUESTION: "If you were made responsible for a program to inform en1 isted men in 

your outfit about current events and the progress of the war, what subjects would 

you consider most important?" 

SUBJECTS RELATED TO CURRENT NEWS 
PER CE.NT OF INDIVIDUALS NAMING EACH SUBJECT:§ 

AMONG AMONG 
OFFICE.RS ENLISTED MEN 

The progress of the campaign in the Pacific. 
. . . . . . . . . -

The progress of the campaign in Italy • • •  

What is happening inside the Nazi-occupied countries . 

SUBJECTS RELATED TO POST-WAR PROBLEMS--------

America's part in world affairs after the war • • • • • • • • •

�hat America will be like after the war • • •

AMONG 
OFFICERS 

-
II 

What should be done with Germany after the war • • • • • • • • I

OTHER SUBJECTS 

The part your outfit plays in helping to win the war • • • • •

The over-all strategy of the United Nations. 

�at we are fighting for in this war • • • • • •  

News about the record outfits from your branch 
of service are making in overseas operations . 

How air and ground forces compare in importance 
in winning the war . • • • •  

Other. • • • • • • • • • . . . . I 

AMONG 
OFFICE.RS 

AMONG 
ENLISTED MEN 

136% 

26% 

AMONG 
E.NLI STED MEN 

I 3ij% 

§Pefcentages do not add to 300 �er cent since s011e officefs and sen did not naae three subjects. 
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-HOW THE STUDIES ARE MADE---�

The articles in this bulletin are based on attitude surveys conducted by the 
Research Branch, Morale Services Division and the research units reporting to 
the commanding generals of the several theaters. 

The staff of the Research Branch is composed of Army officers who are experi
enced in the field of surveys, together with a number of civilian specialists. 
Techniques have been developed, tested and adjusted to fit the Army's problems. 

The basic steps in conducting a study are as follows: 

1. The questionnaire is prepared in consultation with the War Departmen t
branches, or the theater command immediately concerned. Questions are
carefully chosen to provide the exact type of information desired.

2. The questionnaire is pre-tested. That is, the questions are tried out on
small groups of men to determine whether they are meaningful and under
standable to the type of men or officers to be studied.

3. The project is cleared fo� action with the commands in which the study is
to be made. 

4. The number of men to be surveyed is set sufficiently large to insure sta
tistically reliable findings. 

5. The men to be surveyed are selected to insure as true a cross section of
the group to be studied as possible. A cross section of enlisted men in
the United States, for example, is so drawn as to give proper proportionate
rep resentation to each branch of the Army, to men in each stage of train
ing, and to men stationed in the various sections of the country. It is,
of course, possible to get cross sections of a single branch, of a divi
sion, of Negro troops, or any other portion of the Army desired.

6. Th!!_ men complete questionnaires under conditions of absolute anonymity.
They are assembled in small groups, and hear a short introduction given by
a specially trained class leader. This introduction makes it clear to the
men that only their frank opinion is wanted, and that they are not being
tested or spied on. If the group is competed of enlisted men, the class
l��der is an enlisted man, and no officers are present during the session •
• Io narn�s or serial numbers are placed on the questionnaires. Ordinarily,
illiterates or men of very low intelligence are interviewed by specially
trained enlisted men.

?. ThP rlata are analyzed by specialists in attitude research analysis. Re
ports of these analysts are released to agencies concerned, and also form 
the basis for the material presented in this bulletin. 

The procedure out lined above is that followed in the typical cross sect ion 
survey. Other techniques, of course, are employed from time to time in spe
cial situations. 
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